PREMIUM NUT BUTTERS

NUT BUTTERS ARE PREPARED FROM EITHER
RAW OR DRY-ROASTED NUTS THAT ARE GROUND
WITHOUT SWEETENERS. BUTTERS GIVE BAKED
GOODS AND SWEETS AN AUTHENTIC NUT
FLAVOR THAT REMAINS THROUGHOUT BAKING.
THE PROCESS OF GRINDING RELEASES OIL AND
INTENSIFIES NUTTINESS.
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PREMIUM NUT BUTTERS

There are many ways to use nut butters in modern and traditional baking
and confectionery. Use them in any recipe where a pronounced nut
taste is desired, such as butter cookies, buttercream icing or ice cream.
When combined with dairy butter, their nutty flavor is enhanced. And for
vegetarian and vegan baking, nut butters are an ideal way to mirror the
richness of dairy butter.

ALMOND BUTTER is made using select, wholesome almonds from
California. The natural almonds are roasted with their skins on and then
ground into a smooth butter with remarkable flavor.
CASHEW BUTTER can be crafted using either roasted or unroasted

whole cashews. Only premium cashews are chosen for our cashew butter.
Cashews are ground into a smooth butter using added sunflower or canola
oil to achieve the perfect consistency.

FILBERT (HAZELNUT) BUTTER starts with a selection of fine filberts
(hazelnuts) from Turkey and other markets, which are roasted to
perfection. The roasted filberts (hazelnuts) are ground into a smooth
butter, yielding a distinctive flavor that is perfect for baking and
confections.

TIPS FOR ADAPTING a formula to incorporate nut butter:
• Nut butters contain approximately 50% (by weight) of naturally 		
occurring oil. Much of this oil is released when roasted nuts are ground.
Formulas may require adjustments to account for this additional fat.
• Replace up to 25% of the fat in a base formula with nut butter.
• There is no sugar and very little moisture content in nut butter.
Consider adding additional liquid to the formula to compensate.

PISTACHIO BUTTER starts with the selection of fine pistachios from

the leading markets around the world. We make pistachio butter in both a
roasted and unroasted variety Premium pistachios are ground into a butter
using some oil to achieve a smooth consistency.
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